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Introduction to Rhetoric and Public Culture 
 

            
Instructor:   Heather Ashley Hayes        
  
NOTE: Email is the best way to contact me, but do not count on me checking email after 10pm. Please allow 
up to 24 hours for a response. My office phone will work as well; I check messages every day. 

 
 
 
Course Description 
This course will explore the foundations of rhetorical studies as a discipline. It will additionally serve as an 
introduction to the field of rhetorical studies as it fits into a tradition of communication studies more broadly. 
Additionally, it is intended to serve as an introduction to rhetoric and communication criticism and theory, in 
practice. It will address, and analyze, three questions: 
 1. What is rhetoric, and how has it been articulated in civic, public, academic, political, and social 
contexts? 
 2. In what ways has rhetorical studies addressed questions of public culture, civic participation and 
engagement, and the socio-political presence of discourse in modern society? 
 3. How can rhetoric be utilized, analyzed, and re-theorized to better illuminate and confront problems of 
public culture? 
 
 
Course Objectives and Student Learning Goals 
 1. To learn about rhetorical studies including its political, academic, theoretical, and social foundations. 
 2. To understand and apply critical approaches to discourse(s) in public culture for the purpose of 
enhancing critical understandings of civic life. 
 3. To display reflexivity and thoroughness in evaluating rhetorical artifacts, texts, contexts, and socio-
political culture. 
 4. To recognize and critique the force of power enacted, constrained, and reproduced through rhetorical 
situations in public culture. 
 
 
Required Texts 
Palczewski, Catherine Helen, and Richard Ice & John Fritch. Rhetoric in Civic Life, 2nd Edition. 

State College, PA: Strata Publishing, 2016. NOTE: Make sure you acquire the SECOND 
edition! 

 
Additional Required Readings 
Our course website will contain some of the mandatory readings for this course in addition to the course blog. 
Please let me know as soon as possible if you are unable to access the site. 
 
Recommended Texts 
You should use a writing style guide to assist your writing in this course. I prefer Chicago style (as do some of 
the journals in rhetorical studies) and will encourage you to write in it. You might consider consulting or buying 
The Chicago Manual of Style. Other styles you may consider using are the American Psychological 
Association’s style guide and the Modern Language Association’s style guide. 
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Learning Accommodations 
If you are a student who will need accommodations in this course, please meet with campus support spaces for 
academic resources as soon as possible. They will assist you in developing a plan to address your academic 
needs. All information about these services is considered private. If I receive notification from those offices that 
you are eligible to receive an accommodation, I will provide it in as discrete a manner as possible. 
 
Course Policies and Expectations 
Class time will center on the learning and practice of reading, discussing, and thinking critically about the 
material we interact with. Students will have many opportunities to speak in a non-graded, informal manner. 
There is a high expectation for discussion and group conversation. I expect that you will attend class every 
week, be on time, do the assigned readings, and engage with class discussions. You are expected to think 
critically about your own communicative practice and that of others.  
 
1.  Syllabus: Use the syllabus as your guide. You will refer to it throughout the course; however, I reserve 

the right to modify it as necessary in rare cases of schedule changes. Check your campus email and the 
course website each day in order to make sure you stay informed about the schedule of the course. 

 
2.  Assignments:  If you are sick the day an assignment is due, please try to get your assignment turned in, 

if at all possible. To maintain a fair environment for all students, I do not accept late work without a 
certified excuse from administrative offices on campus. Assignments are due at the beginning of class on 
their respective due dates and will be counted overdue immediately thereafter. I return all assignments 
within two weeks; it is your responsibility to keep them as records of your grade and your feedback in 
the case of any confusion.  

 
3. Academic Honesty:  Academic honesty is crucial to the integrity of the program of learning in a college. 

Any form of falsification, misrepresentation of another's work as one's own (such as cheating on 
examinations, reports, or quizzes), or plagiarism from the work of others is academic dishonesty and is a 
serious offense. It is therefore important for you to understand what constitutes plagiarism, and how to 
avoid it. 

 
Plagiarism occurs when you, either intentionally or due to your own negligence, use someone else's 
words, ideas, or data without proper acknowledgement. To avoid plagiarism, whenever you use exact 
wording of another author in your written text, you must enclose the words in quotation marks, whether 
it be a paragraph, a sentence, or merely a well-turned phrase. You must then acknowledge the source in 
a precise and complete footnote. It is not enough to footnote the source without indicating by quotation 
marks that the words are someone else's. It is also not enough to change one or two words in a sentence; 
that does not make it your own sentence. Another common error is to use another person's ideas or data 
without indicating the source; even if you paraphrase the ideas, you must give credit in a footnote to 
their originators. In oral presentations, the original source also should be given proper credit in the form 
of internal source references and in bibliographic entries. While all of the above applies primarily to 
plagiarism from texts, scholarly articles, review, handbooks, encyclopedias, etc., it also applies to the 
use, either wholly or in part, of another student's paper. Use of another student's ideas or words on an 
examination or report constitutes plagiarism. Similarly, giving your ideas or words to another student to 
represent as his or her own is considered unethical and may also be a violation of the institution’s 
academic honesty policies. This kind of behavior threatens our ability to think and interact critically, and 
to have a successful seminar. 

 
4. Attendance Policy: You are expected to attend class on a regular basis and be prepared for class time. 

Unless you have made specific arrangements with me (or have a documented family or medical 
emergency), I reserve the right to lower your course grade after your third absence. When you are 
absent, it is your responsibility to get the course notes, announcements, and information from a peer 
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and/or the course website. Please do not email me or come to office hours to ask “what you have 
missed” in a class session when you have been absent unless you have already consulted the course 
website site, your campus email, and a peer in the course. If you have additional questions for me at that 
time, I will then be happy to discuss the missed class session with you. 

 
5. Grading Procedure:  Specific guidelines for the grading of assignments will be outlined below, on the 

course website, or in additional documents distributed in class or through class discussions. If you are 
uncertain about any assignment criteria it is your responsibility to ask either in class or by email at least 
several weeks prior to the due date. I invite feedback about the course or any specific assignment. If you 
are confused about feedback you received, please contact me and I can offer clarification and further 
direction on how to improve work in the future.  

 
6.  Graded Written Assignments: Written assignments will be assessed primarily for content and for writing 

with an eye toward your upcoming college work. Everything turned in must be typed and must adhere to 
these three guidelines. 

1. 8 ½ x 11 in. paper, stapled in upper left-hand corner 
2. Typed, double-spaced, 12-inch font, one-inch margins, Times New Roman font 
3. Chicago style format, or other agreed upon style, for citation 

For specific assistance in citation, refer to a style guide or ask me for assistance before assignments are 
due. 

 
Other Points to Consider: 
• Make thoughtful contributions to class discussion by doing the assigned readings and drawing from  

them in your comments, it will only make the course richer for you, and all of the community of 
students with whom you occupy the classroom space this semester. 

• From time to time, participants in this seminar will share critical perspectives on readings, artifacts, and  
ideas about topics in this seminar. As a result, we will maintain a seminar climate where all participants 
are welcome to express ideas and will have an opportunity to present these ideas, always open to 
discussion by all seminar participants. As a result of this open climate, I request that any participant 
who wishes to record the seminar sessions in any way notify me and obtain permission from me, and all 
members, before doing so. 

 
Course Assignments and Evaluation 

All coursework is graded on a system that adheres to the following guidelines: 
A Achievement outstanding relative to level necessary to meet course requirements 
B Achievement significantly above the level necessary to meet course requirements 
C Achievement meeting the basic course requirements 
D Achievement worthy of credit even though it does not fully meet the basic course requirements 

in every respect 
F Performance failing to meet the basic course requirements 
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Required projects for Introduction to Rhetoric and Public Culture 
1.  Mid Term Examination: Students will take a mid term examination during class time. It will be an essay 

and short answer based exam covering the class material to that point.  
 
2.  Group Reading Responses: For each primary topic area section of our course (there are eight), I will 

offer a “guiding question” to think about as we read the text and the supporting readings. Students are 
invited to use this question to frame their thoughts as they read the assigned material. 

 
On the first day of class, students will be divided into four groups (an A, B, C, and D group). Based on 
this group assignment, each group will be responsible for writing a compiled set of responses (one per 
group member) to the guiding question for their assigned topic weeks and then posting them to the 
course blog. Students will only post their written responses for the weeks to which their group is 
assigned, though they are expected to prepare thoughts on the guiding question every week when they 
come to class. Postings from the assigned group should be posted on the course blog no later than 
12:00pm NOON ON SATURDAY before a Monday class meeting on that topic. For example, Group A 
students will be responsible for posting their responses to the Language readings by 12:00pm noon on 
________________. Group B students will be responsible for posting their responses to the Visual 
Rhetoric readings by 12:00pm noon on __________________. And, so on. 

In this model, each student in the course will write two (2) responses throughout the semester, 
one for each topic area to which their group is assigned (each group is assigned two topic areas for the 
semester). The template for responses is attached to the end of this syllabus. Each group member will be 
responsible for posting their own response, which should be no less than one page and no more than 
three pages (typed, in a Word document). The topic weeks, from the assigned text, are distributed as 
follows: 
 
 Language & Rhetors: Group A 
 Visual Rhetoric & Audiences: Group B 
 Argument & Rhetorical Situations: Group C 
 Narrative & Publics/Counterpublics: Group D 
 
When it is not a group’s assigned week to turn in written responses, they will be expected to use the 
guiding question to think about the readings AND to read all of the reading responses posted to the 
course blog by their peers. They should also come prepared for class discussion and engagement on 
BOTH the course readings and their peer’s reading responses. 

   
 The reading responses will be expected to not only engage the guiding question of the topic week, but 

also to encourage discussion among the larger class group or pose questions about the reading the 
student would like to pursue in class discussion. 

 
3.  Final Paper: Each student will produce a final piece of original rhetorical criticism for the course. These 

papers will be seven to ten pages in length and will be expected to do the following: 
  A) Using a concept from the course material, select an artifact to discuss and analyze. The 

artifact can be from popular culture, news discourses, public address, etc. 
  B) Apply the concepts from the course material to the artifact. 
  C) Draw some conclusions about the new insights your rhetorical analysis offers for those 

consumers of the artifact you have chosen. 
 
 We will discuss this paper at length in the first two weeks of class. Each student will produce the paper 

in the following stages: 
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Proposal (due ____________________): One to two full pages proposing the concepts and arguments to 
be pursued in the paper. After the deadline for the proposal, each student will be required to meet with 
me during office hours or during a scheduled time to be determined in class. Sign ups for those one-on-
one meetings will happen in class.  
 
Annotated Bibliography (due ________________________): A list of at least six (6) sources that each 
student plans to use in the final paper, along with their full bibliographic information. In addition, 
between one to three paragraphs should be written about each source describing its use for the paper. 
This annotated bibliography should also demonstrate the student’s ability to find resources within the 
key journals of the discipline of rhetorical studies. These are some of the journals we will use in course 
readings and discuss as part of our class discussion of the readings.  
 
Some key journals of note in rhetorical studies, communication, and other relevant fields  include (but are not limited to): 

 Advances in the History of Rhetoric 
Argumentation and Advocacy 

 Communication and Critical/Cultural Studies 
 Communication Monographs 
 Controversia 
 Critical Studies in Media Communication 
 International Journal of Communication 
 Philosophy and Rhetoric 
 Rhetoric and Public Affairs 
 Rhetoric Society Quarterly 
 Southern Communication Journal 
 Quarterly Journal of Speech 
 Western Journal of Communication 

 
First Draft (due _______________________ to Professor Hayes and peer reviewer): First full draft of 
the seven to ten-page final paper. This will be turned in BOTH to me and to the peer reviewer of your 
paper.  
 
Peer Review Draft (completed by ________________________): On __________________, you will 
meet with your peer reviewer. One half of the class period will be spent on one paper and then you will 
switch and spend the second half of the class period talking about the other paper. This will be done in 
pairs insofar as that is possible (e.g. we have an even number of students in the class). You will be 
expected to have a marked up/corrected draft from your peer reviewer to turn in with the final paper.  
 
Final Draft (due __________________________): Due in class, in paper form, to me.  

 
4.  Final Examination: On _____________________________, students will take a final examination. It 

will be an essay and short answer based exam covering the class material throughout the semester and 
summarizing some of the major course themes.  

 
5. Presentations of Final Paper Work: Sometime during weeks thirteen and fourteen of the course, each 

student will present the work of their final paper to the rest of the class. They will be responsible for 
discussing their major thesis in the paper, the artifacts and texts they analyzed, and the conclusions they 
drew in the work. PowerPoint and other visual aids are welcome, but not necessary. Each presentation 
should be no longer than eight (8) minutes, and after each presentation, the class participants will have a 
chance to ask the presenter questions. In addition, it should be considered a launching ground for this 
work to be considered for a public platform or a space where the author can fine tune their conclusions 
with the help of a willing audience. 
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Tentative Schedule for Introduction to Rhetoric and Public Culture (All readings have basic bibliographic citations) 
DATE TOPIC READINGS  

(RCL = Rhetoric in Civic Life) 
As a general rule, all readings for a week 
should be read prior to the beginning of 
Monday’s class, but discussion will typically 
center on RCL on Monday, and the other 
reading on Wednesday. 

WEEK ONE 
 

Introduction to Rhetoric and Public 
Culture 
 

1. Preface to RCL 

WEEK TWO 
 

Rhetoric as Symbolic Action 1. RCL: Chapter One  
2. Kenneth Burke (1939) "The 
Rhetoric of Hitler's Battle" The 
Southern Review 5: 1-21. 
 

WEEK THREE 
 

Language 1. RCL: Chapter Two  
2. Michael Calvin McGee (1980) “The 
Ideograph: A Link Between Rhetoric 
and Ideology” Quarterly Journal of 
Speech 66: 1-16. 
 

WEEK FOUR 
 

Visual Rhetoric 
 
 

1. RCL: Chapter Three   
2. Leslie Hahner (2013) “The Riot 
Kiss: Framing Memes as Visual 
Argument” Argumentation and 
Advocacy 49:151-166. 
 

WEEK FIVE 
 

Argument 
 
Paper proposals DUE 

1. RCL: Chapter Four   
2. Matthew Bost (2013) “The Unruly 
Pharmacy: Expert Opinion and the 
Management of Public Debate Over 
LSD” Argumentation and Advocacy 
49:210-227. 
 

WEEK SIX 
 

Narrative 
 
 

1. RCL Chapter Five 
2. Mari Boor Tonn, Valerie A. 
Endress, and John N. Diamond (1993) 
“Hunting and Heritage on Trial: A 
Dramatistic Debate Over Tragedy, 
Tradition, and Territory” Quarterly 
Journal of Speech 79: 165-181. 
 

WEEK SEVEN 
 

Review Day Exercise (Monday) 
MIDTERM EXAM (Wednesday) 
 

 

WEEK EIGHT 
 

Rhetors 
 
Annotated Bibliography DUE 

1. RCL: Chapter Six  
2. Roseann Mandziuk & Suzanne 
Fritch (2001) “The Rhetorical 
Construction of Sojourner Truth” 
Southern Communication Journal 
66:120-138.  
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WEEK NINE 
 

Audiences 
 
 

1. RCL: Chapter Seven   
2. Dana L. Cloud (1999) “The Null 
Persona: Race and the Rhetoric of 
Silence in The Uprising of ‘34” 
Rhetoric and Public Affairs 2:177-
209. 
 

WEEK TEN 
 

Rhetorical Situation 1. RCL: Chapter Eight  
2. Jenny Edbauer Rice (2005) 
“Unframing Models of Public 
Deliberation: From Rhetorical 
Situation to Rhetorical Ecologies.” 
Rhetoric Society Quarterly 35:5-24. 
 

WEEK ELEVEN 
 

Publics and Counterpublics 
 
First Draft DUE  

1. RCL: Chapter Nine   
2. Daniel C. Brouwer (2001) “ACT-
ing UP in Congressional Hearings” in 
Counterpublics and the State SUNY 
Press. 
 
 
 
 

WEEK TWELVE 
 

Thinking through the Full Scope of 
Rhetoric and Public Culture 
 
Peer Review Week: 
Peer Reviews Completed and 
Returned  
 

Robert Asen (2004) “A Discourse 
Theory of Citizenship” Quarterly 
Journal of Speech 90: 189-211. 
 

WEEK THIRTEEN 
 

Student Presentations of Final 
Paper Work  
 
Final Paper DUE 
 

 

WEEK FOURTEEN 
 

Student Presentations of Final 
Paper Work 
 

 

WEEK FIFTEEN FINAL EXAM  
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GROUP READING RESPONSE TEMPLATE 
 
Each of the two group reading responses that you produce should follow this general template: 
 
1. Choose EITHER the RCL chapter or the assigned article for the week to which you are assigned. This is the 
piece you will write you response about. You may engage both if you like. 
 
2. Offer five keywords from the chapter and/or article that you feel are most important in the reading. 
 
3. Offer a on paragraph summary, in your own words, of the article and/or chapter that you have chosen to 
write about. 
 
4. Write 75 words about the chapter and/or article that you have chosen. This writing should broadly address the 
guiding question offered on the blog, but can do any of the following: 
 a. Challenge the author of the chapter and/or article in some way 
 b. Extend with, or agree, with the author of the chapter and/or article in some way 
 c. Ask questions about the argument of the chapter and/or article and provide some quandaries about 
what is written. 
 d. Relate the article and/or chapter to another news, pop culture, or otherwise situated rhetorical artifact 
that you choose. 
 
5. In the 75 words, you must cite the article and/or chapter directly, at some point. Offer the page number 
where your citation appears. 
 
 


